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Shipboard repair part allowances are presently computed
using the Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program which
only considers individual part failure rate data and ship-
board population. Two alternate allowance determination
models are evaluated which consider other logistics factors
when computing allowances. One model maximizes repair part
availability using marginal analysis techniques and the
other model optimizes system availability. The effective-
ness of the three different models are compared for four
different systems using the NAVSEA TIGER simulation program.
The comparisons show that large improvements in system
measures of effectiveness can be achieved using the alterna-
tive model which optimizes system availability without any
increase in total investment costs for allowances. The
alternative marginal analysis model did not produce consis-
tently better results over all system configurations than
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I. I NTROD0CTI3N
The United States Navy presently determines repair part
allowance quantities for most shipboard applications using
procedures established under the Fleet Logistics Support
Improvement Program (referred to as the FLSIP model). The
FLSIP model was designed before the development of highly
sophisticated and powerful third and fourth generation
computer hardware and software systems. As a result, in its
allowance computations, the FLSIP model considers only
individual parts usage data and the total population of each
part aboard the ship for which allowances are being
computed. FLSIP was also designed to support systems which
were much less complex and technologically advanced than
those being supported in the Navy of the 1980s and 1990s.
To adjust to changes in technology, improved methods for
determining shipboard allowance quantities for repair parts
must be developed. To the extent that these improved
methods can be supported (by computer technology, data
collection procedures, etc.) they should include
consideration of as many of the other factors in the
logistics environment as possible. This would include
system configuration, maintenance policy, operational
scenario, supply response times, replacement times,
component repair times, spares sharing, and the time horizon
mission profile. Due to the escalating costs of repair
parts, the increased emphasis on cost efficient management
in the military and the likelihood of increasingly
restrictive cost constraints on inventory levels in the
military, these new allocation methods should attempt to
optimize with respect to system availability for any fixed
cost in inventory investment.

This paper evaluates two shipboard allowance
determination models as alternatives to the FLSIP model. A
relatively simple marginal analysis model is evaluated which
considers the marginal increase in repair part availability
to be gained per dollar spent when determining what repair
parts should be allowed. This model requires unit cost data
in addition to the data required for the FLSIP model. A
much more complex optimization model which focuses on
maximizing system availability is also evaluated. In
addition to the data required for the FLSIP model, the
availability model considers equipment unit cost, equipment
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) , total budget constraint, and
system configuration data. These models are discussed in
detail in Chapter III.
An amended version of the NAVSEA TIGER simulation model
is used to compare the effectiveness of each of the three
allowance determination models under many different
scenarios. Chapter II discusses the capabilities and uses
of the amended TIGER simulator. A complete printout of the
amended TIGER programs and specific instructions for their
use are provided in Appendices 3 and C. An example of
running each allowance determination model on the TIGER
simulator is provided in Chapter IV. The results of all the




II. NAVSEA TIGER SIMULATION MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
The TIGER simulation model is a set of programs devel-
oped within NAVSEA to evaluate the performance of complex
shipboard operating systems using various measures of effec-
tiveness. This model was modified so that it was compatible
with the Naval Postgraduate School computer system in
September 1980 by Leather [Ref. 1]. However, due to a
complete replacement of hardware and partial replacement of
software in December 1980, the model had to be further modi-
fied to be compatible with the new computer system. All
allowance computations and simulations were run on the I3M
system 3033 using the programs in Appendix C. Once data
inputs were prepared, an allowance computation and simula-
tion of 1000 missions could be run interactively on a
computer terminal in two to six seconds of computer time.
All modifications are included in the programs provided in
Appendix C.
The TIGER simulation model considers the effect of the
following system parameters:
- the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) of the
eguipments/compenents in the system
- the MTTR of the equipments/components in the system
- the interactions between various equipments/components
in the system (as reflected in a reliability block
diagram of the system)
- the number of spare parts available to support tLe
system
- the operating cycle for the system and the various
components of the system
11

Before running a system, the appropriate data for the
above parameters for that system must be input into the
TIGER simulator as discussed in Appendix B. Most of the
inputs have to be specified exactly, however the TIGER simu-
lator will compute repair part allowances if that is
desired. As originally written, the number of repair parts
authorized in a system could be specified exactly or a
subroutine could be utilized which would compute repair part
allowances for the system under FLSIP procedures (which are
utilized by the Navy ships Parts Control Center to actually
determine repair part allowances for Navy ships). FLSIP
procedures are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 f section A,
For this research, two additional subroutines were written
for the TIGER simulation model so that repair part allow-
ances for a system could also be computed using the Marginal
Analysis model discussed in Chapter 3, section 3 or using
the Availability model discussed in Chapter 3, section C.
The main program was also modified to accept spare part unit
costs and total budget constraints as input parameters for
these models,
B. TIGER OPERATION
The TIGER simulator utilizes Monte Carlo random number
technigues to estimate part failure times and times to
repair based on the assumption that the times between
failures for each part are exponentially distributed with
parameter MTBF and the repair time for each part is exponen-
tially distributed with parameter MTTR. The operating
status of all parts is then observed at all times during the
simulation to determine when the system is "up" and when it
is "down". The TIGER simulator considers the inter-rela-
tionships between the parts (as specified in the reliability
block diagram) to determine whether the system is "up" or
12

"down". When an acceptable combination of parts are opera-
tional then the system is considered to be "up". During
those periods of time when an acceptable combination of
parts are net operational, the system is considered to be
"down".
The TIGER simulator measures the effectiveness of a
system using the observed "up" and "down" times for that
system over a specified number of missions. The length of
each mission is included as an input parameter. The number
of missions simulated is also specified in the input parame-
ters and must be between 50 and 1000 (in increments of 50).
System effectiveness is computed in the following four ways:
1) Estimated reliability is the probability that a
system will perform satisfactorily during an entire mission.
Number of Mission Failures
REL(EST) = 1 -
Total Number of Simulated Missions
2) Estimated Instant Availability is the probability
that the system will be in an "up" condition at a specific
point in time.
Number of Missions Up at Time (t)
AVA INSTANT (EST) =
Total Number of Missions Simulated
This value is calculated at the beginning and end of each
phase sequence. A mission can contain up to six different
operating scenarios. These are defined as phase sequences.
For example, for simulating shipboard operations: one phase
can represent in~port periods, another can represent normal
steaming operations, ^ and a third can represent battle
engagement periods. The ability to replace parts and the
amount of time a part must be operational for the equipment
to be considered in an "up" status can be varied from one
13

phase type to another. Details for doing this are discussed
in Appendix B under Card Types 7, 10 and 13.
3) Estimated Average Availability is the probability
that the system will be in an "up" condition at a random
point in time.
Summation of Uptime for
All Missions Simulated
A7A AVERAGE (EST) =
Summation of Total Mission Calender
Time for all Missions Simulated
4) Estimated readiness is the probability that the
system will be in an "up" condition at a random point in
time assuming that the system stays down for the remainder
of each mission after its first failure in that mission.
Summation of Uptime for all Missions
Simulated (through the first failure)
RED (EST) =
Summation of Total Mission Calender
Time for all Missions Simulated
Estimated instant availability and estimated average
availability were used to evaluate the three allowance
determination models in this research.
C. PECULIARITIES OF USE IN THIS THESIS
Since the objective of this research was to measure the
relative effectiveness of three diffarent repair part allow-
ance determination policies, many of the parameters in the
TIGER simulator which could have been varied were not. The




1. Timeline phases. Scenarios can be specified where
reliability block diagrams change during different phases of
the mission timeframe being simulated. For the purposes of
this study, only one phase was used for all simulations
which lasted the entire length of each mission.
2* Mean Time To Repair. MTTR was established as one
hour for all equipments.
3- Allowable Downtime. Equipments can be allowed to
fail for a certain length of time without causing the system
to fail regardless of their position in the reliability
block diagram by having specified allowable downtimes. The
allowable downtimes for all eguipments used in this research-
were set to zero.
4. Three Levels of Repair Parts Support. Additional
support from repair parts located at an intermediate level
supply activity (ie. a destroyer tender) and at a depot
level supply activity (ie. a Naval Supply Center) can be
simulated. However, since the objective of this research
was to evaluate the effectiveness of shipboard allowances,
it was assumed that no support could be obtained from
intermediate or depot level activities during the 90 day
mission involved.
D. TIGER OUTPUT
The TIGER simulator produces both standard and optional
outputs. The various options are discussed in Appendix B
under the Printout Option Card. The optional output used
for this research was the management summary printout. It
first displays most of the user's input, the allowance
determination model used to compute repair part allowances




The TIGER simulator then prints a message every time the
system goes down indicating which components are down and
when they will come back up. Since this portion of the
output was voluminous and not useful for analysis during
this research, it was suppressed.
Next the TIGER simulator prints the cumulative measures
of effectiveness for the system after each group of 50
missions has been simulated. Sinoe this portion of the
output was voluminous and not useful until all simulations
were completed, it was suppressed until the last mission
simulation was completed.
The TIGER simulator then produces tables which summarize
data about specific equipment failures, the number of repair
parts used, and critical equipments.
Examples of the various outputs produced by the TIGER
programs are provided in Appendix D. A detailed explanation
of these outputs is provided in Reference 4.
16

III. ALLOWANCE DETERMINATION POLICIES
A. FLEET LOGISTICS SUPPORT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (FLSIP)
CONCEPT
The FLSIP concept is presently used by the Ship's Parts
Control Center (SPCC) to determine repair part allowances
for most shipboard applications. It requires two inputs.
First, the average usage rate (on an annual basis) must be
known for each repair part . This is denoted as the Best
Replacement Factor (BRF). Since most initial usage data
available to the Navy is in the form of MTBF data, it must
be converted for use in the FLSIP model. Since MTBF is
measured in hour units and BRF is measured in annual units,
the hourly MTBF data must be divided into 8760 (the number
of hours in a 365 day year) to get a BRF figure. The




Second, the total number of times each repair part is
installed in the various equipments aboard the ship must be
known. This is known as the shipboard population (POP) .
These two numbers are then multiplied to get the expected
number of failures for each part aboard that ship in a one
year period of time. This is taken as the mean for each
part.
mean annual demand BRF X POP
17

Ignoring minimum replacement units, technical overides,
etc. , the shipboard allowances for each repair part are then
determined as follows.
1. If the mean annual demand for a part is greater
than or equal to 1.0, the shipboard allowances will
be based on anticipated demand. The allowance will
be set equal to the minimum number of spares that
will provide at least a 90% probability that actual
demand for the part during a 90 day period will not
exceed the allowance quantity (assuming a Poisson
distribution of demand).
2. If the mean annual demand for a repair part is
greater than or equal to .25 but less than 1.0, the
shipboard allowance will be set to one. These allow-
ances are insurance items. (.25 is the insurance
item cut point - also known as the FLSI? cut point.)
Several years ago, as a result of funding presures,
this cut point was adjusted up from .15 to reduce the
number of insurance items allowed. It can be
adjusted up or down to provide more or less insurance
protection for certain types of ships but the main
emphasis in this paper will be with the .25 level.
3. If the mean annual demand for a part is less than
.25 (or other specified cut point), no shipboard
allowance will be established.
Funding constraints for shipboard repair parts can be
accommodated by increasing the FLSIP cut point as discussed
above. However, since almost all the parts used in the
systems being evaluated for this paper were assumed to be
18

high failure rate parts, a change of the FLSIP cut point has
little effect on the value of parts required to support
those systems. This is due to the fact that most of the
means were greater than 1.0 so the allowances were based on
demand and adequate repair parts were allowed to meet the
90% issue criteria regardless of the insurance item (FLSIP)
cut point. Even if the cut point were changed from .25 (ie.
one demand every 4 years) to 1.0 (ie. one demand every
year), the FLSIP computed allowances would exceed the budget
constraints desired in most cases considered in this thesis.
Not e: A study conducted by the Center For Naval Analysis
[Bef. 2] has recommended the following changes to the FLSIP
model
:
a. Items supporting equipments essential to a primary
mission of the ship would be identified and the
insurance item stockage threshold for these items
would be lowered to .10 (one unit demanded in 10
years) , and
b. High demand insurance items would be stocked in
insurance quantities of two each instead of one
each as is now done.
This revised FLSIP model was not considered in this
research.
Since changing the FLSIP cut point was not considered to
be an effective way to constrain expenditures for the FLSIP
model for the systems analyzed for this paper, the avail-
ability objective of the model was varied instead. 3y
varying the availability objective, a budget constraint
could effectively be introduced into the FLSIP model. To do
19

this, the probability of not being oat of stock in the FLSI?
model was allowed to decrease until a low enough probability
was reached to allow a set of FLSIP allowances to be
computed within a specified budget constraint. The speci-
fied availability started at 90% and was decreased in incre-
ments of 5%. At each increment, FLSIP allowances were
determined using the decreased probability and the cost of
the repair parts was computed. If the total cost of repair
parts was less than the funding constraint specified, then
that FLSIP repair parts list was used. If the cost exceeded
the funding constraint, that repair parts list was discarded
and another set of FLSIP allowances were determined using a
5% lower specified availability. This procedure is
illustrated on Table I.
Note that some of the different availability levels have
the same allowance costs. This is true because they have
the same allowance levels. Different availability levels
can have the same allowance levels because repair part
allowances do not change linearly with availability levels.
Since repair parts must change in increments of one, the
change in expected availability may decrease substantially
by deleting one part. For example, if a part has an MTBF of
1720 hours, the probability of having no demands in a 90 day
period is 28%. So protection levels between zero and 28%
can be obtained without carrying any spares. If, on the
other hand, one spare is carried, a protection level of 64%
is obtained. So protection levels between 29% and 64% all
require that one spare be carried. For the program written
for this research, that means that protection levels of 60%,
55%, 50%, 45%, 40%, 35% and 30% would all require an allow-
ance of one. Not until the required availability level





Use of tha Availability Objective in the .25 FLSIP Model
The availability objective is varied in the .25 FLSIP model
to facilitate the computation of allowances within soecified
budget constraints. The use of the availability objective








































For this system, unconstrained .25 FLSIP allowances would
cost $3053.00 as shewn on the 90% avaiiabilitv line below.
To determine the allowances when the fundina is constrained
to 75% of the fully funded costs (ie. 2293.50), the amended
TIGEH FLSIP procedure is:
1st: Set the high limit for the constrained allowances
to 5% higher than the specified limit (the high
limit here is $2293.50 X 1.05 = $2408.18). This
is done to ensure that optimal combinations just
just sliahtly above the specified budget con-
straint will be considered.
2nd: Compute spares required for various avaiiabilitv
objectives (starting at 90% and going down 5% at a
time) until a set of spares is found which will be
































Since $2143 is less than $2 408, the repair parts computed
at the 65% availability objective will* be used as the
allowances for the 75% funding level.
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3. SAEGINAL ANALYSIS CONCEPT
One of the deficiencies of the FLSIP model as now used
is that it ignores the cost of the spare parts in its compu-
tations and in the decision process. The FLSIP model is
also very limited in its ability to adjust to funding const-
raints because this is presently only done by adjusting the
insurance cut point. This can result in the inefficient
allocation of budget dollars due to variances in the rela-
tionships between the unit costs and the reliabilities of
the various repair parts. The marginal analysis concept, on
the other hand, does consider the cost of the individual
items and is designed to accomodate a budget constraint on
the total amount of dollars available for spare parts.
There are many different possible marginal analysis poli-
cies. The one evaluated in this paper selects that combina-
tion of parts (for a given set of parts) that will provide
the highest total parts availability for a given dollar
value constraint. Four inputs are required for this
concept. The following three inputs must be known for each
part: MTBF, total number of parts in the system, and the
unit cost. In addition, a total dollar value constraint for
the repair parts allowance must be known. The shipboard
repair part allowances are then determined by stepwise
adding an additional spare for that item showing the
greatest increase in probability of a fill per dollar spent.
The incremental improvement in the probability of a fill is
the difference
Pi(Xi = x) - Pi(Xi - x-1)
,
where x is the number of spares of item i and Xi is the
demand for spares of item i. This turns out to be
22

identically equal to the probability of a demand for exactly
x spares or pi(x) - P (Xi=x) . The policy is illustrated with








Day Demand Unit Cost
1 1720 1 1.26 S 200.00
2 1720 1 1.26 50.00
3 3000 1 .72 100.00
_ _ — ._ _,..
Pigure 3,1 Example Systea for Marginal Analysis Model
Step 1. First, we want to determine the marginal
benefit (in probability of filling demands) of adding a
single spare of each item. For our example:
p1 (1) =. 35634142 p2(1) = .35634142 p3 ( 1) =. 35 1 8585
Step 2. Then for each part, we determine the marginal
benefit to cost ratios by dividing the values in step 1 by
the unit cost of the part. For our example:
p1 (1) p2(1) p3(1)
= .0017817 = .0071268 = .0035186
C1 C2 C3
The resulting value is the marginal benefit per dollar
invested of adding one of each of the parts.
Step 3. The part with the highest ratio calculated in
step number 2 is assigned a single spare. For our example.
23

the part wixh the highest marginal availability is part
number 2.
Step 4. The total cost of all assigned repair parts is
then compared to the budget constraint. For our example,
the current total cost of assigned repair parts is $50.00 as
shown in Figure 3,2. If the constraint has been reached or
exceeded, the computations are concluded with the parts
allowances assigned to that point. If the budget constraint





Number Allowance Unit Cost Total Cost
1 -0- $200.00 -0-







Figure* 3.2 Total Costs of Allowances Assigned After First
Iteration
Step 5. A revised marginal availability is calculated
for the part which was assigned an allowance in step 3. One
additional spare is now considered for that part and the
probability of that many demands in a 90 day period is
calculated. For our example, the revised marginal
availability for part number 2 is p2 (2) = .2270 1228. The
new marginal benefit to cost rate for this item is then
computed by dividing the revised marginal availability of







Iha model then brings along the information from step 2 for
those items not selected for an increase in spares in step 3
and repeats the same type of comparison as was done in step
3. For our example, the benefit to cost rates are now:
p1 (1) p2 (2) p3(1)
---- = .0017817 £---' = .00454024 £--i-' = .0035186
C1 C3 C3
The next spare will again be assigned to part number 2 since
it still shows the maximum rate.
The above process continues until the specified budget
constraint is reached.
C. AVAILABILITY CONCEPT
The availability of equipments and systems afloat are a
function of many factors as discussed in Chapter 1. One
weakness of both the FLSIP and Marginal Analysis models is
that neither of them considers many of those factors. They,
in essence, ignore many operational issues which should be
considered by a model of this type to be as accurate as
possible. Another weakness of both of those models is that
the measure of effectiveness for the system is not system
related and consequently, one cannot relate resources to
readiness (ie. system availability). Man Won Jee [ Ref . 3:
ch. 4], developed a mathmetical model for computing repair
part allowances to support any given system. The model
optimizes the instant operational availability of a system
for any given budgetary constraint. This is referred to as
the Availability model. The Availability model improves
upon both the FLSIP and Marginal Analysis models by
including several more of the pertinent operational factors.
Those factors included in the Availability model which are
not considered in either of the other models are the Mean
25

Time To Repair (replace) a
the interactions between
system. Like the Marginal
model also considers the u
the total budget constraint
addition, the Availability
Marginal Analysis models by
optimizing system availab
effectiveness.
For a single componen
availability after t units
spares is given by
(n) (n-1)
A (t) = A (t)
component and a consideration of
the various components in the
Analysis model, the Availability
nit cost of each repair part and
on the repair parts allowed. In
model improves upon the FLSIP and
relating resource utilization to
ility which is the measure of
t system, Jee showed that the
of time of a component having n
(n) —
( (f * g) * F)
(t)
where f (t) is the probability density of component
lifetimes, g{t) is the probability density of
— > k
replacement times, F ( t) ? (r = t) and (f*g)
represents the k-fold convolution of f and g.
Jee further showed that for the special case in which
- (lambda) (t)
f (t) = ( (lambda) (e))
- (na) (t)
g(t) = ((na) (e) )
; and





(f '* a * F)
(t)
k k p (k-r)
-fr k t "O r (k+r-1) r t -It
1
S k! r=1 r (k-r) !
r! S
k (k-1) k-1 p (k-i-1)
k*1 -8" t ^-i (k + 1) 1 t -nt
(-1) *( )*( +^-i * )e
k+1 (k-1) ! 1=1 1 (k-1-1) !
S 1! S
where: 1 = lambda, n = nu, = In, & = n-1 = 0, and
p n!
n k = .
(n-k)!
The above for mala is referred to as the JEE formula
throughout this paper. All systems analyzed in this paper
were assumed to have parts with exponentially distributed
times between failures and replacement times so the JEE
formula is used for all calculations. An example of the
results of using the JEE formula to determine the contribu-
tion to system marginal availability of individual spares is
shown in Table II. A maximum of 9 spares for a given part
are allowed when using the JEE formula in the amended TIGER
model written for this research effort.
Jee then developed a repair parts allocation algorithm
that utilizes the JEE formula to optimize the instant opera-
tional availability of a system by efficiently allocating
the number of spares for each component in a " k" component
system [Bef. 3: ch- 6]. The algorithm he developed is basi-
cally a dynamic program which is then used to determine the





JEE Formula Computations: An Example
Data for Sample System:




Parts 2 and 3 are in parallel. Part 1 is in series
with the combination of parts 2 and 3.
The availabilities for each part number for a range
from zero to nine repair carts computed by the JEE
formula are:
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPA SE 1 IS:
Part Allow
No Qty Cost Avail
1 0.0 0. 115325
1 1 150.00 0.365767
1 2 300.0 0. 635 161
1 3 450.00 0.826 546
1 4 600.0 0.927 569
1 5 750.00 0.969831
1 6 900-0 0. 984 427
1 7 1050.00 0.988708
1 8 1200-0 0.989796
1 9 1350.00 0.990 040
AILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 2
2 0.0 0.649209
2 1 151.00 0.928926
2 2 302.0 0.988628
2 3 453,00 0.997 044
2 4 6 04.0 0.997925
2 5 755.00 0.997 999
2 6 906,0 0.998 004
2 7 1057,00 0.998 004
2 8 1208,0 0.998 004
2 9 1359,00 0.998 004
'AILABILITY MATRIX F OR SPARS 3
3 0-0 0.486752
3 1 152.00 0.836753
3 2 304,0 0.961 420
3 3 456.00 0.990 750
3 4 6 08.0 0.995 877
3 5 760.00 0.996 588
3 6 912.0 0.996669
3 7 1064.00 0.996 677
3 3 1216.0 0.996 667





The sample system shown in TabLe II will be used to
illustrate how the JEE algorithm works. Part numbers 2 and
3 will be used as the first two dynamic programming stages
in our illustration. The stage returns from the first two
stages are simply the results of initially calculating the
marginal contributions of repair parts 2 and 3 using the JEE
formula as shown in Table II. These stage returns are then
assembled into the matrix shown on Table III so that a
sequence of maximum returns from the combination of these
two stages can be calculatad.
The JEE algorithm always starts in the upper left hand
corner of the matrix because that is the minimum cost combi-
nation for the two stages being considered. This is the
first undominated combination on the matrix. The algorithm
determines the cost and system availability of using the
combination of repair parts specified at that junction in
the matrix. The cost is calculated by simply costing out
the repair parts specified at that point. The calculation
of the resulting system availability depends upon whether
the parts are operating in series or in parallel. If the
parts are in series, the system availability is:
AVAIL = AVAIL * AVAIL
sys 1 2
If the parts are in parallel, the system availability is:
AVAIL = 1- (1- AVAIL ) * ( 1- AVAIL ) .
sys 1 2
Parts 2 and 3 shown on Table II are in parallel and the
results of the above calculations for the first undominated
combination in the matrix on Table III are a cost of $0.0
and an availability of .8199. The same calculations are
then made for other pertinent blocks in the matrix. For
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* The top and side rows in the matrix show the number of
spares , the total of their unit costs and availability
contribution of each of the parts indicated. Th<
numbers within the matrix show the total costs and





2 with three spares for part number three is $909 and the
resulting availability for this same combination is .9999.
The calculations do not have to be made for all combinations
as discussed in detail by J ee [ Ref . 3: ch. 6].
Next, the JEE algorithm finds that combination in the
matrix which has a combined cost less than any other combi-
nation with a system availability larger than that of the
previous undominated combination. That combination is the
next optimal combination in the matrix. This process is
repeated until all undominated combinations on the matrix
have been identified (a maximum of 99 undominated combina-
tions can be processed using the amended TIGER model written
for this research effort). The first 8 undominated combina-
tions are indicated on Table III. The optimal repair parts
allocation at any dollar level can be identified by simply
following the arrows on the matrix until the specified
dollar level is found. For example, on Table III, a combi-
nation of three spares for part #2 and zero spares for part
#3 would be optimal for budget levels between $453 and $603
while a combination of four spares for part #2 and zero
spares for part #3 would be optimal for a budget level of
$604.
The undominated combinations from the matrix in Table
III are the returns from stage 3. These returns are then
combined with the cost and availability data for the part
(or combination of parts) in the next stage of the system.
In Table IV, the undominated combinations from Table III are
combined with the costs and availabilities for part 3 from
Table II. As discussed on Table II, these parts are assumed
to be in series. The resulting first eight undominated
combinations are shown on Table IV. As can be observed from
Table IV, a combination of 4 spares for part #1, 1 spare for
part #2, and spares for part #3 is optimal for budget
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* The top and side rows in the matrix show the number
of spares f the total of their unit costs and and the
availability contribution of each of the oarts
indicated. The numbers within the matrix" show the total
costs and resulting availabilities from combining the
numbers of spares indicated.
This combining of matrices is continued until all the
parts in the system are included in one of the two axes of
the final matrix. Then the optimal combination of repair
parts can be identified for any dollar level by looking at
the undcminated allocations for that matrix.
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IV. EXAMPLE OF EAC H ALLOWANCE DETERMINATION MODEL
A, INTRODUCTION
The TIGER programs in Appendix C automatically compute
repair part allowances and run simulations using those
allowances under the operating scrnarios specified in the
input data. The output produced are in three sections:
1) the input deck printout;
2) the allowance computation output; and
3) the simulation output.
The input deck printout and simulation output have the same
format for all three allowance determination models and are
explained in detail in Reference 4, section 4. The allow-
ance computation output was added for this research effort
and is different for each of the allowance determination
models. The allowance computation outputs are discussed in
detail in this chapter. Comparisons between the effective-
ness of the three allowance determination models are made in
Chapter 5.
The system shown in Figure 4.1 will be used to demons-
trate the processing of each allowance determination model.
Each of the eight parts are assumed to be unique and have
the unit prices and MTBFs shown. The allowances being
developed are to sustain operations for 90 days. The format
in which the data is input into the programs in Appendix C
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Figure 4.1 Example System
B. EXAMPLE OF AN UNCONSTRAINED .25 FLSIP MODEL
Table V is the allowance computation output for an
unconstrained .25 FLSIP model allowance for the system in
Figure 4.1. For an unconstrained FLSIP allowance, the
budget specified must be large enough to ensure that all
insurance items will have an allowance equal to one and that
all demand based items will have an allowance adequate to
satisfy 90* of all expected demands during a 90 day period
as discussed in Chapter 3 f section A.
The first line of output shown is the budget constraint
being used. This is shown after the letters "BODH" which
stand for "Budget-High Limit". In our example, the budget
34

constraint is * 10 ,<*08. 95. This is 5^ higher than the actual
budget constraint of $10,00 which was input. A 5% flexi-
bility in the budget constraint was selected to ensure that
any FLSIP computations that would be just slightly over the
constraint specified would still be used for comparison
purposes. This was done to ensure the FLSIP model compares
as favorably as possible.
r ABLE V
FLSIP Example: Allowance Computation Output
BUDH 10498.95
SPARES EEING COMPOSED OSING FLSIP
XAVAIL = 0.9000
XSOM = 3058.00









The next two lines of output specify that the FLSIP
model is being used and what availability probability was
used to determine the .25 FLSIP allowances. All computa-
tions start at the 90S level (ie-computations produce allow-
ances adequate to provide a 90* probability that the ship
will have as many repair parts as demands for repair parts
during any given 90 day period of time).
The fourth line of output is the total cost of all
allowances required to satisfy the probability level previ-
ously specified. This cost is shown after the letters
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"XSUM". If XSUM is less "than or egual to 3UDH, "then *".h a
repair parts computed during that step will be used as the
repair parts for this model- If XSUM is greater than 3UDH,
then the probability level will be reduced by 5% and another
set of repair parts will be computed. In our example, XSUM
for the 90* probability level is $3058.00 which is less than
the budget limit of $10498.95 so the repair parts computed
for this level are used.
The number of spare parts are the last thing shewn on
this part of the output page. In our example, item numbers
(spares type) 1,6,7 and 3 are each assigned one shipboard
spare, item numbers 2 and 5 are each assigned three ship-
board spares and item numbers 3 and 4 are each assigned five
shipboard spares.
For this research, it was assumed that no support could
be received from sources other than the shipboard allowances
so no spares are assigned to the tender or base levels of
supply. The 999.00 in the "FACTOR" column indicates that
the allowances shown were determined by the program instead
of specified so the 999.00 should be ignored. When spares
are specified, the number in this column is a spares multi-
plier which is explained fully in Appendix B under Card Type
18.
C- EXAMPLE OF A 100% FUNDED MARGINAL ANALYSIS MODEL
When the Marginal Analysis model uses the total costs of
an unconstrained .25 FLSI? model allowance as the budget
constraint, it is referred to as a 100% funded Marginal
Analysis model. For The system in Figure 4.1, the cost of
the allowances computed using the unconstrained .25 FLSIP
model were $3058.00; so $3 058.00 will be used as the budget
constraint for the 100% funded marginal analysis model




Marginal Analysis Example: Allowance Determination Output
SPARES WILL 3E DETERMINED HITH MARGINAL ANALYSIS
BUDGET IS 3058.
THE COST OF ITEM 1 IS 150.00
THE COST OF ITEM 2 IS 151.00
THE COST OF ITEM 3 IS 152.00
THE COST OF ITEM 4 IS 153.00
THE COST OF ITEM 5 IS 154. 00
THE COST OF ITEM 6 IS 155.00
THE COST OF ITEM 7 IS 156.00
THE COST OF ITEM 8 IS 157.00










The allowance computation outputs for a Marginal
Analysis allowance determination model are different from
those for the FLSIP model as shown on Table VI. The first
line of output for the Marginal Analysis model is the state-
ment that spares are determined using Marginal Analysis.
The budget constraint and unit cost of each item are then
printed as well as a statement indicating that all allow-
ances have been computed. The allowance guantities are
printed last. For the marginal analysis model, item numbers
6 and 7 are each assigned one spare, item number 8 is
assigned two spares, item numbers 2 and 5 are each assigned












is assigned five spares and item number 1 is not assigned
any spares. Note the differences in the allowances computed
using the FLSIP and Marginal Analysis models. The total
cost of the allowances determined by the Marginal Analysis
model are only $2912.00 compared to $3058.00 for the FLSIP
model because the next most cost effective part would have
made the total investment in the Marginal Analysis model
higher than that of the FLSIP model. Since the system
presently in use is the FLSIP system, all unavoidable
advantages in comparisons were given to the FLSIP system.
D. EXAMPLE OF A 100% FUNDED AVAILABILITY MODEL
When the Availability model also uses the total costs of
an unconstrained .25 FLSIP model allowance as the budget
constraint, then the Availability model is referred to as a
100% funded Availability model.
The allowance computation outputs for the Availability
allowance determination model are different from the other
models as shown on Table 711. The first line of output for
the Availability model is the statement that spares were
computed using the JEE formula. JTIME and TOTSPR are simply
printouts of the input data on the JEE Data card. JTIME
equals the number of hours simulated (90 days X 24 hours)
and TOTSPR is the maximum number of spares which can be
considered for any one repair part; for this example the
TOTSPR used was 9. The availability matrix for each spare
is then computed. After the availability matrix for the
last spare has been printed, the output will indicate that
the JEE algorithm has been entered.
Table 711 shows the optimal allowances for the 100%
funded availability model for the system in Figure 4.1.
Item numbers 1,6 and 7 are each assigned two spares, item




Availability Model: Allowance Determination Output




AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
0.0 0.917227
1 150.00 0.996 140
2 300.0 0.999 503
3 450.00 0.999598
4 6 00.0 0.999600





AVAILABILITY MATRIX F OR SPARE
2 0-0 0.236 928
2 1 151,00 0.578793
2 2 302*0 0.823 139
2 3 453-00 0.933486
2 4 6 04-0 0.978945
2 5 755.00 0.990 192
2 6 9 06* 0.992 774
2 7 1057.00 0.993 277
2 8 1208-0 0.993 362
2 9 1359.00 0.993 375
AVAIL &BILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
3 0.0 0.056 135
3 1 152-00 0.219219
3 2 304.0 0.453899
3 3 456.00 0.676 929
3 4 6 08.0 0.834411
3 5 760- 00 0.922 537
3 6 912-0 0.963249
3 7 1064*00 0.979219
3 8 1216.0 0.984 649
3 9 1368.00 0.986 275
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
4 0.0 0.056 135
4 1 153.00 0.219219
4 2 306.0 0.453 899
4 3 459.00 0.676929
4 4 612.0 0. 834411
4 5 765.00 0.922537
4 6 918-0 0.963249
4 7 1071. 00 0.979219




4 9 1386.00 0.986 275
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 5 is
5 0-0 0.236 928
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5 1 154.00 0.578793
5 2 308,0 0.323 139
5 3 462.00 0.938 486
5 4 616.0 0.978 945
5 5 770.00 0.990192
5 6 924.0 0.992 774
5 7 1078.00 0.993 277
5 8 1232.0 0.993 362
5 9 1386-00 0.993 375
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPA RE 6 is:
6 0.0 0.749 762
6 1 155.00 0.964 979
6 2 310.0 0.995582
6 3 465.00 0.998456
6 4 620.0 0.993657
6 5 775.00 0.998668
6 6 930.0 0.998668
6 7 1085.00 0.998668
6 8 1240.0 0.993663
6 9 1395.00 0.998668
AVAILAEILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 7 is:
7 0.0 0.749762
7 1 156.00 0.964 979
7 2 312.0 0.995582
7 3 468.00 0.998456
7 4 624.0 0.998 657
7 5 780.00 0.998663
7 6 936.0 0.998668
7 7 1092.00 0.998663
7 8 1248.0 0.998668
7 9 1404.00 0.998668
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 8 is:
8 0.0 0.421 473
8 1 157.00 0.785 388
8 2 314.0 0.941 040
8 3 471.00 0.985012
8 4 628.0 0.99H 242
8 5 785.00 0.995 7^7
8 6 942.0 0.995988
8 7 1099.00 0.996013
8 8 1256. 0.996015
8 9 1413.00 0.996015
JEEALG SUBROUTINE HAS BEEN ENTERED




















each assigned five spares, and item numbers 3 and 4 are not
assigned any spares.
If an optimal combination of spares can be determined by
the algorithm, the last output will show the quantities of
spares computed- However, there are two reasons why the
computation of an optimal combination of spares may not be
possible. First, the program can handle a maximum of only 9
spares for any given repair part. So, if the optimal solu-
tion has any repair parts with more than 9 spares, it cannot
be computed. Second, the maximum number of undominated
combinations which can be handled by the program is 99 and,
if more than 99 undominated combinations are required in any
matrix to reach the desired budget constraint, then the
optimal solution cannot be computed. If this condition
exists, the output will print: "OPTIMAL SOLUTION CANNOT 3E
COMPUTED". Even though an optimal solution cannot be
computed, a set of spare parts will be generated and
printed. It should be rememberad however that these
allowances are not optimal.
E. BUDGET CONSTRAINED EXAMPLES
Any dollar amount can be used as a budget constraint for
the three allowance determination models. The PLSIP model
will not compute allowances any higher than required to meet
its insurance and availability objectives and therefore may
not use all funds available. The marginal analysis and
availability models will xeep assigning spares until the
budget constraint is reached.
For this research effort, the performance of the models
was observed at budget constraints which were less than
necessary to provide fully funded .25 FLSIP allowances.
Examples are provided below for tha allowance computation
outputs for the three models using a budget constraint equal
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to 75% of the costs of an unconstrained .25 FLSIP allowance
for the system in Figure *• 1. The 75% budget constraint is
equal to $2295.00.
The allowance computation outputs for the 75% funded .25
FLSIP model are shewn on Table VIII. The program had to
compute allowances at six different availability levels
before it found one that would produce allowances costing
less than the budget constraint (see Chapter 3 r section A,
for an explanation of this process)
.
At the 90% and 85%
availability levels, the allowances computed would cost
$3058-00, and at the 80%, 7 5%, and 70% availability levels,
the allowances computed would cost $2448.00. Different
availability levels can have the same costs as discussed in
detail in Chapter 3, section A. All of these allowance
alternatives are more costly than the allowed budget. Not
until the computation of the 65% availability level is an
allowance combination reached (costing $2143.00) which is
less than the budget constraint. The combination of repair
parts computed as the 65% allowance level is then used in
the
#
TIGER simulation program to compute availabilities.
The allowance computation outputs for the 75% funded
Marginal Analysis model are shown on Table IX. The only
differences in the output for the 75% funded model and the
100% funded model (Table 71) are the budget constraint used
and the allowances specifiad. The printout for the marginal
analysis model does not show the different steps the program
is going through to determine the allowances as does the .25
FLSIP model. However, the constrained runs do produce
different allowances as can be seen by comparing Tables VI
and IX. The 75% funded allowances have one additional spare
for item number 1 but have one less spare for item numbers




FLSIP Example(753 funding) : Allowance Determination Output
BODH 2409.75










XSUM = 24 4 8-00
XAVAIL = 0.6 50
XSUM = 214 3.00
FLSIP ALLOWS CONSTRAINED 3Y BUDGET, XAVAIL=. 65000
SPARES TYPE SHIP PENDER BASE FACTOR








The allowance computation outputs for the 75$ funded
Availability model are shown on Table X. The outputs are
the same as for the 100% funded Availability model (Table




75* Funded Marginal Analysis Example: Allowance
Determination Output
SPARES WILL BE DETERMINED WITH MARGINAL ANALYSIS
BUDGET IS 2295.
THE COST OF ITEM 1 IS 150.00
THE COST OF ITEM 2 IS 151.00
THE COST OF ITEM 3 IS 152.00
THE COST OF ITEM 4 IS 153.00
THE COST OF ITEM 5 IS 154.00
THE COST OF ITEM 6 IS 155.00
THE COST OF ITEM 7 IS 156.00
THE COST OF ITEM 8 IS 157.00
ALL SPARES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED








Marginal Analysis model, the Availability model does not





75^ Funded Availability Example: Allowance Determination
Output
SPARES BEING COMPUTED USING JEE FORMULA
JTIME IS 2160
TOTSPR IS 9
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 1 is:
0.0 0.917227
1 150.00 0.996 140
2 300.0 0.999 503
3 450.00 0.999598
4 6 00.0 0.999600
5 750.00 0.999600




ILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
2 0.0 0.236 928
2 1 151.00 0.578793
2 2 302.0 0.823 139
2 3 453.00 0.938 486
2 4 604.0 0.978945
2 5 755.00 0.990 192
2 6 9 06.0 0.992 774
2 7 1057,00 0.993 277
2 8 1208*0 0.993 362
2 9 1359.00 0.993 375
ILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
3 0.0 0.056 135
3 1 152.00 0.219219
3 2 304.0 0.453 899
3 3 456.00 0.676929
3 4 608.0 0.834411
3 5 760.00 0.922537
3 6 912.0 0.963 249
3 7 1064.00 0.979219
3 8 1216.0 0.984 649
3 9 1368.00 0. 986 275
ILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE
4 0.0 0.056 135
4 1 153.00 0.219219
4 2 306.0 0.453 899
4 3 459.00 0.675 929
4 4 612.0 0.834411
4 5 765.00 0.922537
4 6 918.0 0.963 249
4 7 1071.00 0.979 219
4 8 1224. 0.984649




AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 5 is
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5 0.0 0. 236 928
5 1 154.00 0.578793
5 2 308.0 0.823 139
5 3 462.00 0.938486
5 4 616.0 0.978 945
5 5 770.00 0.990 192
5 6 9 24.0 0.992 774
5 7 1078.00 0.993 277
5 8 1232.0 0.993 362
5 9 1386.00 0.993 375




6 1 0.964 979
6 2 310.0 0.995 582
6 3 465.00 0.998456
6 4 620.0 0.998657
6 5 775.00 0.998663
6 6 930-0 0.998 668
6 7 1085.00 0.998668
6 8 1240.0 0.998668
6 9 1395.00 0.998668
AVAILABILITY MATRIX FOR SPARE 7 is:
7 0.0 0.749762
7 1 156.00 0.964 979
7 2 312.0 0.995582
7 3 468.00 0.998 456
7 4 624.0 0.998657
7 5 780.00 0.998668
7 6 936.0 0.998668
7 7 1092.00 0.998668
7 8 1248.0 0.998668
7 9 1404.00 0.998668
AVAILABILITY MATRIX F OR SPA 3E 8 is:
8 0.0 0. 421 473
8 1 157.00 0.785388
8 2 314.0 0.941 040
8 3 471.00 0.985012
8 4 628.0 0.994 242
8 5 785.00 0.995 777
8 6 942.0 0.995 988
8 7 1099.00 0.996013
8 8 1256.0 0. 996015
8 9 1413.00 0.996015
JEEALG SOB ROUTINE 3 AS BEEN ENTER]2D




















V. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF THE MODELS
A- SYSTEMS USED FOR EVALUATION
The four systems shown
used to evaluate the three
The systems were selected t
tiveness of the models in
designed-in system redunda
example. System A has no
fail whenever any one of t
System D has a significant
and will not fail as long
don't fail or components 1
fail.
on Figures 5.1 through 5.U were
allowance determination models.
o illustrate the relative effec-
situations where the degree of
ncy differs significantly. For
designed-in redundancy and will
he eight components fails whereas
degree of designed-in redundancy
as components 1, 8 and 6 or 7
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Figure 5.1 System A
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Figure 5.4 System D
B. SCENARIOS USED FOR EVALUATION
The twenty-seven diffe
were used in evaluating t
models for each of the four
Since the Marginal An
explicitly consider compone
allocation algorithm, the
systems having a range of
costs and MTBFs. Any advan
consider unit costs should
which unit cost variabili
rent scenarios shown in Table XI
he three allowance determination
systems discussed above,
alysis and Availability models
nt costs and MTBF as part of the
three models were compared on
variabilities in component unit
tages offered by algorithms which
be most apparent for cases in
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advantages offered by algorithms which consider the MTBFs of
the parts in the system should be most apparent for cases in
which MT3P variances are high. So as not to bias the
results in favor of any given model, comparisons were also
made for cases in which the variability in unit costs and
MTBFs were low. The three different sets of part costs
shown in Figure 5.5 and the three sets of part MTBF data
shown in Figure 5.6 were evaluated.
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Mean 153.50 125.00 250.00
Standard
Deviation 2.45 59.76 217. 12
Figure 5.5 Part Cost Sets
Since the Marginal Analysis and Availability models are
designed to accomodate funding restrictions and the FLSI?
model is not, any advantages offered by the former models
should be most apparent for cases in which funding const-
raints are severe. So as not to bias the results in favor
of the alternative models, comparisons were also made for
systems where funds were adequate to fully fund FLSI?
allowances. Thus, the allowances provided by each model for
each combination or scenario of part costs and MTBFs were
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Mean 1,720 7,270 5,875
Standard
Deviation -0- 6,095 8,222
• . t- J
Figure 5.6 Part MT3F Sets
determined for 100% (unconstrained) , 75*, and 50* funding
levels. The unconstrained funding level was based on a
fully funded .25 FLSIP allowance for each scenario.
The parts required for a .25 FLSIP allowance to support
each system under each scenario were determined first. The
cumulative cost of those parts was then established as the
100* funding level. This 100* funding figure was then used
as a constraint to establish allowances for each scenario
using the Marginal Analysis and Availability models. Next,
the funding available was constrained to 75* and 50* of the
unconstrained FLSIP funding level for each system and scen-
ario. Spares allowances were determined by using each of
the three mcdels for a given constrained funding.
C. TEST RESULTS
The results of running the TIGER simulations for the
four systems and the 27 scenarios discussed above are shown
in Tables XII and XIII. Each system was simulated over 1000
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missions (the maximum allowable in the TIGER simulator), A
random number seed of 2222 was used for all simulations.
The results include both average availability and instant
availability.
Of the three allowance determination models, the avail-
ability model is the only one which considers system design.
The advantages of considering system design when computing
repair part allowances are clear in the example used in
Chapter 4 (see Figure 4. 1) . That system is referred to in
this chapter as the "B" system. The cost data and MTBF
correspond to cases A and 3, respectively. The allowances
computed by each allowance determination model for the "3"
system are shown in Figure 5.7.
Since the FLSTP system ignores configuration, it assigns
the highest number of spares (5 each) to part numbers 3 and
4 since they are expected to fail the most often and are
therefore assumed to need the most support. Since the costs
of the parts in this system are almost identical, the
marginal analysis model essentially assigns spares (in this
situation) to these parts which are expected to fail the
most since that maximizes the number of demands that will be
filled. This procedure results in almost the same
allowances as the FLSIP model.
The Availability model recognizes that there is a more
reliable parallel leg which can be supported more cost-
effectively and therefore assigns no spares to part numbers
3 and 4. This action leaves extra money available to
provide additional support to the other non-redundant parts
in the system and results in a 10* improvement in system
availability over the FLSIP model allowances and an 8*
improvement in system availability over the Marginal
Analysis model allowances. The availabilities, both average





Percent System Availability Achieved
AVERAGE AVAILABILITY
Fart
Cost MTBF Fund (FLSIP/Marginal Analysis/Availability)

































































































































90% Availability 50 46 65
a - fcudget constraint was too low to compute a FLSIP
allowance
b - optimal combination could not be reached
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The cverall results of the Marginal Analysis model were
somewhat disappointing- For the data collected in Tables
XII and XIII, the Marginal Analysis model outperformed the
FLSIP model only 37% of the time for average availability
(FLSIP did better 43* of the time and they tied 20% of the
time) and 31% of the time for instant availability (FLSIP
did better 16* of the time and they tied 53% of the time).
It also achieved greater than 90* average availability only
46% of the time compared t o 50 * of the time for FLSIP and
65* of the time for the Availability model. Because of the
relatively poor performance of this model compared to the
FLSIP model, no further analyses will consider the Marginal
Analysis model.
ks would be expected, the improvements produced by the
Availability model over the FLSIP model are always greater
in instant availability than in average availability because
the Availability model was designed to optimize instant
availability. However, the Availability model also always
resulted in the same or higher average availability than did
the FLSIP model. Of course, in a given simulation, one
might observe that the FLSIP model produces higher avail-
ability than does the Availability model just due to chance
fluctuation- Indeed this happened for scenarios Case B/Case
1 for 50* funding, Case C/Case 1 for 50* funding, and Case
A/Case 2 for 100* funding under System A on Table XII.
Subsequent simulation runs using different random number
seeds yielded the expected results with the Availability
model outperforming the FLSIP model with respect to system
availability.
As shown on Table XIV, the level of part cost variance
has little influence on availability under the FLSIP model
while the level of MTBF variance does significantly affect








Case Case % Sys A Sys 3 Sys C Sys
HT3F Fund (FLSIP/Margin al Analysis/Availability)
100 72/72/72 94/94/96 97/97/99 97/97/99
75 30/30/30 82/82/93 90/90/97 91/91/99
50 4/ 4/ 4 57/57/59 69/69/78 75/75/93
100 72/72/72 94/95/96 97/aa/99 97/97/99
75 30/32/32 82/86/87 90/90/98 91/90/99
50 10/10/10 57/43/50 69/74/90 75/73/95
100 72/7 4/ b 94/97/97 97/98/99 97/99/99
75 30/53/52 82/93/97 89/99/99 91/98/99
50 4/ 6/ 7 57/75/80 69/97/98 75/98/99
100 58/57/57 95/91/95 99/94/99 99/94/99
75 30/38/38 83/80/89 99/92/99 99/86/99
50 a a 85/80/98 a
100 55/62/55 89/91/98 91/93/99 92/93/99
75 23/21/25 84/31/94 89/87/99 91/88/99
50 4/ 2/ 9 70/80/87 89/86/99 91/87/99
100 58/60/60 95/93/95 99/99/99 99/98/99
75 30/38/38 83/80/88 98/86/99 99/87/99
100 58/57/59 95/93/98 99/99/99 99/99/99
75 39/40/40 91/86/96 98/99/99 99/99/99
100 55/58/62 89/87/96 91/94/99 92/93/99
75 34/40/40 70/69/84 92/92/99 91/94/99
50 4/ 6/ 8 66/63/73 89/87/99 91/37/99
100 55/64/ b 89/97/ b 91/99/ b 92/99/ b
75 34/36/ b 85/92/ b 91/99/ b 91/99/ b




90% Availability 20 21 52
a - budaet constraint was too low to compute a FLSI?
allowance












5 6 7 8
1 3 5 5 3 1 1 1
Marginal Analysis 3 5 4 3 1 1 2
Availability 2 5 5 2 2 4
L — i
Figure 5.7 Allowances for Sample System
does explicitly consider MT BF (through the demand rate) but
it does not consider part ccsts.
As shown on Table XIV, the part cost variability has
some effect on system availability when the availability
model is used. However, the variability in MTBF's has a
much more significant effect. Since the systems evaluated
in Table XIV are fully funded systems, it appears that in
the Availability model the influence of MTBF variance and
system configuration are much more important in determining
parts allowances than part costs are when the system is
relatively well funded.
For both the FLSIP model and the Availability model, the
level of availability improves as the systems become more
redundant. The general improvement in availability as
system redundancy increases is expected from reliability
theory. As shown on Table XV, the percentage improvement
with the Availability model is much higher than with the
FLSIP model. This could also be anticipated since the
Availability model is an optimization model which would
increasingly enhance the reliability of a system as the
system became more and more reliable itself; while the FLSIP




Average Availability: Actual MTBF Osed to Compute Allowances
(100% Fully Funded Scenarios)
No Redun Low Redun
FLSIP AVA FLSIP AVA
HTBF
Case 123 123 123 123
Part Cost
Case
Case A 90 83 83 90 82 83 9U 95 89 96 95 98
Case B 90 83 83 90 85 84 94 95 89 96 95 96
Case C 90 83 83 a 85 a 94 95 89 97 93 a
Med Redun Hi Redun
FLSIP AVA FLSIP AVA
MTBF
Case 123 123 123 123
Part Cost
Variance Case
Case A 97 99 91 99 99 99 97 99 92 99 99 99
Case B 97 99 91 99 99 99 97 99 92 99 99 99
Case C 97 99 91 99 99 a 97 99 92 99 99 a
a - no optimal solution could be found using the JEE
algorithm programmed for this research.
all systems regardless of how reliable the system might be.
This results in providing support to components for which
additional support is not needed at the expense (tradeoff)









Case Case % No Redun Low Redan Med Redun Hi Redun
A 1 100 Same 28 47 56
75 Same 28 69 86
50 Same 6 29 72
B 1 100 Same 28 52 57




C 1 100 41 57 57
75 10 82 87 87
50 (**) 54 95 95
A 2 100 8 3 65 80
75 9 46 69 48
50 a a 89 a
A 3 100 Same 79 94 94
75 5 60 93 95
50 4 55 95 95
3 2 100 10 12 78 80
75 9 27 78 48
50 a a a a
C 2 100 1 1 59 84 84
75 1 53 88 37
50 a a a a
3 2 100 10 66 94 95
75 12 49 92 95
50 3 21 94 95
C 3 100 NOPT NOPT iNOPT NOPT
75 NOPT NOPT NOPT NOPT
Perce nt
Improvement # % # % * % * %
50 % 10 45 21 91 20 90
75 % 2 9 15 65 16 73
90 % 8 35 8 35
a - FLSIP allowances could not be computed at
budget constraint specified




The ?LST? svstem is designed to ha'? 5? a 90% Drobability
of not running out of a specific part during a 90 day
mission- This part availability goal cannot be converted
directly to an equipment availability goal; however it is of
interest to compare how often systems were available at
least 90% of the time under each model. As shown at the
bottom of Table XII for average availability, allowances
developed using the .25 FLSIP model achieved 90% avail-
ability only 50% of the time while allowances developed
using the Availability model achieved 90% availability 65%
of the time. For instant availability, the .25 FLSIP model
achieved 90% availability only 20% of the time while allow-
ances developed using the Availability model achieved 90%
availability 52% of the time as shown on Table XIII. The
Availability model shows its greatest advantage over FLSIP
for cases in which less than 100% funding was available as
shown in Figure 5.8.
r " i
Average Availability










Figure 5,8 Percentage of Times Allowances Achieved 90%
Average System Availability
D. INACCURATE INPUT DATA
One measure of interest when evaluating mathematical
models is the "robustness" of the models. That is, how well
do the models work when there are deviations from the
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assumptions upon which the models are derived. This section
examines one such robustness issue. The effectiveness
results of the three models are compared for the hypothet-
ical case in which the values input for the HTBP parameters
are assumed to be in error. Simulations were run with the
100% funded allowances where the usage rate was assumed to
actually be twice as high (MTBF is half as high) as the
figures used above to compute the allowances. The results
of those simulations are shown on Table XVT.
As before, the effectiveness results are better with the
Availability model than with the FLSIP model. However, the
improvement afforded by the Availability model is even
greater when the MTBF values are lower as shown on Table
XVII. In the results summarized in Table XVI, only 17% of
the scenarios using FLSIP model allowances achieved an
equipment availability of 9 0% or better while more than an%
of the scenarios using Availability model allowances
achieved the 90% criteria. The better performance of the
Availability model in this situation is to be expected since
it will focus support on those items which are most critical
to the operation of the system at the expense of those
components which are redundant. Then, since repair parts
are concentrated in the critical components, failures more
frequent than expected will not have as serious effect on
system availability in contrast to the FLSIP model which
attempts to cover all the bases.
Repair parts allowances determined using the
Availability model often resulted in a smaller range of
repair parts being carried than under the FLSIP model. This
was particularly true when a severe budget constraint was
imposed. For example, the unconstrained .25 FLSIP allow-
ances and the Availability allowances for System D with Case



















A 1 100 61 61 73 84 58 74 86 98
B 1 100 61 61 73 32 58 80 86 97
C 1 100 61 a 73 91 58 92 86 98
A 2 100 54 54 77 83 96 99 97 Q9
A 3 100 52 55 65 92 76 99 77 99
B 2 100 54 58 77 79 95 99 97 99
C 2 100 54 59 77 89 95 99 97 99
B 3 100 52 53 65 82 76 99 77 99
C 3 100 52 a 65 a 76 a 77 a
Percentage
Achieving 90* -0- -0- -0- 25 33 75 33 100
Instant Availability
A 1 100 10 10 26 51 4 24 56 96
B 1 100 10 10 26 48 4 34 56 96
C 1 100 10 a 26 78 4 79 56 98
A 2 100 9 9 36 52 84 99 92 99
A 3 100 4 5 20 77 42 96 47 99
B 2 100 9 11 36 40 83 99 93 99
C 2 100 9 13 36 66 83 99 93 99
B 3 100 5 5 20 46 42 99 47 99
C 3 100 5 a 20 a 42 a 47 a
Percentage
Achieving 90% -0- -0- -0 0- -0- 63 33 100
Summary: Average Availability: FLSIP 6/36 = 17*
AVA 14/32 = 44*
Instant Availability: FLSIP 3/36 = 8%
AVA 13/32 = 41*





Inaccurate. HTBF Data: Percent Decrease in Unavailability
Percent Decrease in Unavailability Using





Case Case % No Re dun
A 1 100 Same
B 1 100 Same
C 1 100 NOPT
A 2 100 Same
A 3 100 9
3 2 100 9
C 2 100 11
B 3 100 5
C 3 100 NOPT











A 1 100 Same 34 21 92
B 1 100 Same 30 31 92
C 1 100 NOPT 71 78 96
A 2 100 Same 25 94 97
A 3 100 1 71 94 98
B 2 100 2 5 93 99
C 2 100 4 47 99 75
B 3 100 1 32 97 99
C 3 100 NOPT NOPT NOPT NOPT
NOPT - no optimal solution could be found using the
Availability formula
of the above allowances cost exactly $1700.00. The FLSIP
allowance resulted in average availability of .9925 while
the Availability model allowances resulted in average avail-
ability of .9985; so that slightly better availability was
achieved with only half the number of line items stocked by
the Availability model. This phenomenon is not peculiar to
this one case. The Availability model calculated fewer line
items than the FLSIP model for every scenario in which the
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system being evaluated had any designed-in redundancy, It
also calculated fewer line items than the FLSIP model for
about one-third of those systems which had no built in
redundancy. These results show that separate range and
depth calculations are not necessarily needed in repair
parts allowance determination models. The single criteria
used by the Availability model implicitly excludes many
items from range consideration by assigning them an allow-
ance guantity of zero. The Marginal Analysis model reviewed
in this research does the same thing.
Part Number
Allowance Model 1 2 3 a 5 6 7 8
FLSIP 1 (| 2 1 1 1 1 1
Availability 5 3 4 a
- - ,_ -j
Figure 5-9 Systea D Allowances
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VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND gSCOMMENDATIONS
A. SUMMARY
The NAVSEA TIGER simulation model was modified in this
thesis for use in evaluating three allowance determination
models: the FLSIP model, the Marginal Analysis model, and
the Availability model. The FLSIP model was originally
included as part of the TIGER model so that FLSIP repair
part allowances could automatically be computed if desired.
Subprograms were written for this thesis so that repair
parts for the other two models could automatically be
computed by the TIGER model also. The modifications to the
TIGER model made by Leather [Ref. 1: p. 1 ] were utilized as
well as his recommendation for converting BRF data into MTBF
data for use in the TIGER model. The allowance computations
and simulations were run on the IBM System 3033 located at
the Naval Postgraduate School.
Four sample systems with varying degrees of designed-in
redundancy were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
allowance determination models. Different combinations of
unit cost and MTBF data were also used to evaluate the rela-
tive importance of these data elements in each of the
models. And finally, different levels of funding availabil-
ities were used to evaluate the robustness of each model
with respect to funding constraints.
The effectiveness of each model for every system and
scenario was obtained at three funding levels. First, the
effectiveness of each model for each system/scenario combi-
nation was determined using a budget constraint equal to the
cost of the allowances determined using an unconstrained .25
FLSIP model. Then the effectiveness of each model for each
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system/scenario combination was determined using 75% and
then 50% of the original amount.
The effectiveness of the allowance determination models
was measured by the simulated availability of the systems
being supported. The measures of effectiveness used were:
Summation of Uptime for
All Missions Simulated
Average availability =
Summation of Total Mission Calender
Time for all Missions Simulated
Number of Missions Up at Time (t)
Instant availability =
Total Number of Missions Simulated
B. CONCLUSIONS
The Marginal Analysis model was not found to be signifi-
cantly more effective than the FLSIP model and was decidedly
less effective than the Availability model from an overall
perspective. The Availability model was always at least as
effective as the FLSIP model and it significantly outper-
formed the FLSIP model where funding constraints precluded
100% funded FLSIP allowances and where the MTBF were reduced
by 50% to simulate a case of inaccurate failure rate data.
It was observed that changing the FLSIP cut point is not
an effective method for accommodating budget constraints in
systems with mostly high failure rate components. The FLSIP
cut point is the dividing line between those low demand
items which should be protected by an "insurance" allowance
and those which should not. However, if all or most of the
parts in a system have high enough demands to qualify for
stocking on a demand based criteria, then changing the FLSIP
cut point will not effect the number of these parts carried
and therefore cannot be used to accommodate budget
constraints. Use of the Availability model is a much more
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effective method for accommodating budget constraints in
these situations.
There was no significant difference in the effectiveness
of systems supported by FLSIP determined allowances and
Availability determined allowances when the system was non-
redundant. As system redundancy increased, the availability
improved for both FLSIP and Availability allowances.
However, the magnitude of the improvement was significantly
greater with the Availability allowances.
Fully funded .25 FLSIP allowances resulted in 90$ system
availability only 50$ of the time even though the repair
parts carried should theoretically have been sufficient to
satisfy 90% of all repair part requests. Availability
allowances at the same level of funding achieved 90$
availability 65$ of the time.
Repair part allowances determined using the Availability
model often resulted in a smaller range of repair parts
carried than did the FLSIP model. This was particularly
true when a severe budget constraint was imposed. Finally,
the Availability model incorporates both a range and depth
capability illustrating that separate range and depth
criteria are not required in all allowance determination
models.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Further analysis of the Marginal Analysis model used
in this research is not justified. Other marginal analysis
models may be better and could be investigated in the same
manner because of the ease in obtaining and entering the
minimal amount of data required for this type of model.
2. System availability should be used as the measure of
effectiveness for shipboard allowance determination models.
This would require that a "standard" of effectiveness be
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defined. If the present FLSI? system meets the established
availability goals then no further development of allowance
determination systems would be required. On the other hand r
if the present FLSIP system does not meet the established
goals, then further development of an improved allowance
determination system would be justified.
3. The use of the Availability model for determining
shipboard repair part allowances should be further investi-
gated. The importance of the various variables in the
Availability model should be clarifiad. For example, is an
improvement in repair time more important than an improved
set of repair part allowances or are actual repair times
really needed at all? The types of systems where avail-
ability can be improved the most should also be determined;
ie. systems with mostly high failure rate parts or low
failure rate parts, systems with many components or only a
few components, systems with a lot of designed in redundancy
or only a little redundancy, etc. The TIGER simulator could
be used to evaluate these various factors on a detailed
basis.
U. The TIGER simulator or an improved version of a
follow-on simulator should be used to evaluate the relative
importance of the major factors in the shipboard operating
environment which influence system availability (ie. inaccu-
rate MTBF reporting, configuration data, etc.). The TIGER
simulator is easy to understand and sasy to use. Once input
data has been prepared, an allowance computation and simula-
tion of 1000 missions can be run interactively on an IBM
3033 in two to six seconds of computer time. For example,
it could be used to evaluate the effect of having bad BRF
data when computing shipboard allowances using the FLSI?
procedures to see how much emphasis should be placed on
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obtaining better data. If equipment availability is rela-
tively insensitive to inaccurate 3RF data, then the improve-
ment of data collection techniques can be ignored. If
equipment availability is seriously degraded when BRF data
is lower than actual failure rates, then the development of
improved data collection techniques should be given a high
priority. The TIGER simulator could also be used to eval-
uate what other factors in the logistics system are most
pertinent in achieving better equipment availability so that
emphasis can be placed on developing allowance determination
models that include those important factors instead of





BR? Best Replacement Factor
FLSIP Fleet Logistics Support Improvement Program
MTBF Mean Time Between Fail lire
MTTR Mean Time To Repair
NAVSEA Naval Sea Systems Command
POP Item Population




AMENDED TIGER PROGRAM INPUT REQUIREMENTS
The punched cards or card images discussed in this
appendix must be input to utilize the NAVSEA TIGER program
as amended for this research effort. A complete printout of
the amended program is provided in Appendix C.
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Card Type 1.. Availability Mode l Processing Cards,
The Availability Model Processing Cards control the order in
which the various parts in a system will be combined to
compute optimal repair part allowances for the system when
the Availability Model is being used. The first step in
preparing this card is to complete a system reliability





























7 | 1 8iiii
+— + +—
Figure 3.1 3 lock Diagram Example
Once an accurate reliability block diagram has been
prepared, the system availabilities resulting from combining
all the individual parts must be computed. This is done by
starting with two parts and progressively combining
additional parts until all of the parts have been combined.
To properly prepare the Availability Model Processing Cards,
the system must be analyzed to determine how the individual
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components can be combined so that there are never more than
two sets of parts combinations. For example, the parts in
the system in Figure B. 1 could be combined in the following
manner:
Combination #1 (Part 2) and (Part 3)
Next Combination #1 Previous Combination #1 and
(Part 1)
= (Parts 2,3) and (Part 1)
Next Combination #1 - Previous Combination #1 and
(Part 4)
= (Parts 1,2,3) and (Part 4)
Combination #2 = (Part 5) and (Part 6)
Next Combination #1 = Previous Combination #1 and
Previous Combination #2
(Parts 1,2,3,4) and (Parts 5,6)
Next Combination #2 - (Part 7) and (Part 8)
Next Combination #1 = Previous Combination #1 and
Previous Combination #2




They cculd not be combined in the following manner even
though the parts combinations are appropriate because the
use of three combinations is not allowed:
Combination #1 (Part 2) and (Part 3)
Next Combination #1 = Previous Combination #1 and
(Part 1)
= (Parts 2,3) and (Part 1)
Next Combination #1 = Previous Combination #1 and
(Part 4)
= (Parts 1,2,3) and (Part 4)
Combination #2 =« (Part 5) and (Part 6)
Combination #3 (Part 7) and (Part 8)
Next Combination #2 = Previous Combination #2 and
Previous Combination #3
= (Parts 5,6) and (Parts 7,8)
Next Combination #1 = Previous Combination #1 and
Previous Combination #2
= (Parts 1,2,3,4) and
(Parts 5,6,7,8)
Once an appropriate flow of combinations has been
determined for a system, the worksheet shown on Figure B.2
should be prepared. The first spares to be combined will be
shown next to combination 101. In addition, whether they
are to be in series or parallel must be coded and all the
parts included in the resulting combination should be
specified. The next line will show the part number or
combination number for the parts being combined in that
step, whether they are in series or parallel, and which
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Comb Part or Part or Ser(1) Parts


























Figure B. 2 Availability Model Processing Card Worksheet
parts end up being included in that combination- This
process is continued until all parts are included in the
last combination- An example of a worksheet filled in for
the proper combination of parts in Figure 3.1 discussed
above is shown in Figure 3. 3.
An individual Availability Processing Card must then be
prepared for each line on the worksheet (in the format
provided below). The cards must be input in the same order
they appear on the worksheet. One additional card must be
added at the end of this deck which has zeros in columns 4 r
8 and 12 to signify that all combinations are complete. If
the Availability model is net being used, these cards can be
left in the input data or only the last card with the three



















102 101 1 1 1,2,3
103 102 4 1 1,2,3,4
10U 5 6 1 5,6
105 103 104 1,2,3,4,5,6
106 7 8 1 7,8
107
L
105 106 1 1,2,3,4,5,6
7,8
_. i
Figure B«3 Example of Worksheet
The format and content of the individual cards are shown
below. Note that only the 3 middle columns of Figure B.
3
are entered. An example of the cards prepared from Figure
B.3 is shown in in Figure B.4.
Variable







The first of two parts or
combinations to be combined
for determining optimum
combination of spares using
the JEE algorithm.
The second of two parts or
combinations to be combined
for determining optimum
combination of spares using
the JEE algorithm.
Indicates whether two systems
being compared on this card
are in series (set SER = 1)





11111111 112 222 2222 223333 3 3 33 3 3444444 444 455











Card Tyoe 2. Allowance Model Card.
This card is used to determine which allowance determination
model is to be used to compute repair parts and to input
budget data. The format and content of the individual cards
are shown below. An example of this card for the system in
Figure B.1 for FLSIP processing and a budget of $3,000.00 is
shown in Figure B.5.
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 NTOTA Total number of parts in the
system (must equal number of
cost cards entered below)
.
If cost cards are not to be
entered, use 1 in card column
4 and include 1 cost card
with a $1.00 cost.
5-8 F4.0 XFLAG Used to select type of
allowance determination
system as follows:
- "0.0" for FLSIP
- "1.0" for Marginal
Analysis
9-16 F8.0 BUDGET 3udget to be used for
computations. Max budget
- "2.0" for Availability
allowed is $99,999,999.00.
Card Columns:
11111111 112222 22222233 33 3 3 333 344444 4 4444555
123456789 01234567 890123 4567 8 90123 45678 901234 5678 9012
8 0. 3000.00
Figure B.5 Allowance Model Card Example
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Car d Type 3- Cost Cjirds.
A separate Cost Card must be entered for each part in the
format specified below. An example of these cards for the
system in Figure B- 1 is given in Figure B.6.
Variabl
e
Columns Format Name Description
1-8 F8.2 Cost Cost of each repair part.
Costs must be incut in the
same order as equipment type
numbers on Equipment Tvpe
cards. Total cards must, equal
NTOTA on Allowance Model
Processing card. If cost data
is not to be entered, use one
card with a cost of $1.00.
Card Columns:
11111111 11222 2 2222 2233 33 33 333 344444 4 4 444555









Figure B.6 Cost Card Examples
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Card Tvd€ a. jse Data Card.
The total mission time and the maximum number of spares
allowed for each repair part must be input in the format
described below. An example of a JEE Data card for the
system in Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure B.7 using a 90 day




Columns Format Name Description
1-8 18 JTIME Total Mission Time.
9-12 14 TOTSPR Total number of spares for
which availability is to be
computed using the
availability model. Max is !
If Availability model is not
to be used, insert 1 in card
column 12.
Card Columns:
11111111 11222 2 2222 223333 3 3 333 3 44444 44 444 555
1 23456789 01 234567 890 123 45678901 23
4
5678901 234 5678 90 12
2160 9
Figure B.7 JEE Data Card Example
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Card Type 5. Timeline Itera tion Card
The number of timeline iterations to be used and the run
identification data for the specific run being made are
shown on this card. A timeline iteration of one was used
for all the simulations done for this research. Additional
information for using more than one timeline iteration may
be found in refernce 4, section 2. The format is described
below. An example of a Timeline Iteration Card for the
system in Figure B. 1 is shown in Figure B.8.
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 JCC Number of timeline iterations
to be run for the data deck.
5-80 19A4 RUNID Alphanumeric run
identification information.
Card Columns:
11111111 112 222 2222 223333 3 3 333 344444 4 4 44 4 555
1234567 8901234567 89012 3 4567 3 90123 4 5678 901234 56 78 90 12
1 .25 FLSIP RUN FOR SYSTEM B1 ON 5/20/82
Figure B. 8 Timeline Iteration Card Exaaple
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Card Type 6, statistical Parameter Card.
Statistical parameters for the run are entered on this card.
If a predefined fixed number of missions is to be run, set
PL = 1.0 and NOPT and NMAX to the desired number of
missions. All simulations for this research were run with a
fixed number of 1000 missions. If what is desired is to
determine whether a system meets a certain level of
reliability, that level can be specified in the PL and XK
blocks and the simulator will run an adequate number of
missicns to determine whether the system will meet or fail
to meet the specified reliability (PL) within the standard
deviation specified (XK) [Ref. 4: p. 2-7]. An example of a
Statistical Parameter Card for use with the system in Figure
B.1 is shown in Figure B.9.
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 NMAX Maximum number of missions
to be run (should be in
multiples of 50 and must not
exceed 1000) .
5-8 14 NOPT Optimal number of missions
(not to exceed NMAX) .
9-12 F4.0 PL Specification requirement for
reliability.
13-16 F4.0 XK Standard deviation to be used
in calculating lower control
limit. A value of 1.28
corresponds to a 90^5 lower
confidence limit.
17-20 14 ISEED Random number seed.





11111111 112222 2222 223333 3 3 333344444 44 4U4 555
123456789 012345 67 890123 4567 890123 4 56 789 01234 5678 9012
10001000 1.01.282222 1
Figure B. 9 Statistical Parameter Card Example
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Card Ty_ne 7. Phase Tzpe and Duration Cards.
This card is used to specify the number of phase types and
how long each is to last. The phases can be used to
identify different scenarios. For example, for simulating
shipboard operations: one phase can represent in-port
periods, another can represent normal steaming operations,
and a third can represent battle engagement periods. The
repair option for each part can be different in each phase
as specified on Card Type 1 and the Duty Cycle Utilization
of each part can also be different during each phase as
specified on Card Type 12. From 1 to 95 phase sequences of
not more than six phase types can be specified on these
cards. The format for this card is described below. For
this research effort, a single phase lasting 90 days (2160
hours) was used for all simulations. An example of this
type card is shown in Figure B. 10.
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-2 F2.0 XXT(1) Phase tyoe number for first
simulation sequence.
Duration of first sequence.
Phase type number for second
simulation sequence (if any)
.
Duration of second phase.
Phase tyoe number for third
simulation sequence (if any)
Duration of third sequence.
Phase tyoe number for fourth
simulation sequence (if any).
Duration of fourth sequence.
Phase type number for fifth
simulation sequence (if any)
43-50 F8.0 XXT(10) Duration of fifth sequence.
Note: If more than 5 phase sequences are needed, continue
on additional cards using the same fields. No more













11111111 11222 2 2222 223333 3 3 333 344444 444445 55
123456 78901234567 890123 4567 890123 4 5673 901234 5678 9012
1.2160.
Figure B.10 Phase Type and Duration Card Example
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Card TxBf £• ***** 3 lank Card *&*-*.
Card Type 9. Printout Option Card
This card is used to select which printout option is to be

















13-16 14 KS(3) = 1
17-20 14 KS(4) = 1
21-24 14 KS(5) = 1
25-28 14 KS(6) = 1
29-3 2 14 KS(7) = 1
33-36 14 KS(8) = -|
37-4 14 KS(9) = 1
41-44 14 KS(10) = 1
45-48 14 KS ( 1 1
)
= 1
49-52 14 KS(12) = 1
53-56 14 KS(13) = 1
KOPT Printout option switch
- 1 for management summary
= 2 for engineering summary
* 3 for complete details
(used for debugging only)
= 4 to suppress printout of
input data
« 5 to specify printout using
KS variables Delow
= 6 for TIGER/MANNING complete
details (debugging only)
he following output options
Input data
equipment down at time of
mission failure







system Z subsystem status
TIGEH/MANNING debugging




Card T££e J.0- Phase Repair Card
This card is used to specify tha repair option for each
phase up to a total of six. The format is as follows:
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 IU IFLAG(1) Repair option for each phase
type (up to 6)
:
- if on-board repair allowed
in the phase
- 1 if no on-board repair
allowed in the phase




13-16 14 IFLAG(4 )
17-20 14 IFLAG(5)
21-24 14 IFLAG(6 )
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Card Type J.J. Repair Policy Card.
This card is used to establich repair policy for the
simulation being run. REPOL determines what percentage of
repairs will be made at the shipboard level as opposed to
the intermediate and depot level. Since this research
evaluates shipboard support only, REPOL was set equal to 1.0
for all simulations.
A part can be allowed to fail for a certain period of time
before its failure causes the system to be in a down status
by specifying an allowable downtime in the TAD2 field. For
this research, all missi en allowable downtimes were set
equal to zero.
Specified MTBFs and MTTRs can be changed for a given
simulation run by using a value other than 1.0 in the XM and
XT fields.
The format for the card is:
Variabl
e
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 F4.0 REPOL Decimal fraction of repairs
to be performed aboard ship
Mission Allowable Downtime
MTBF Multiplier. Default = 1.0






Car d Ti£e .12. Equ i pment Tvds Cards
Equipment type cards are used to input the specific
parameters for each type of equipment (repair part) being
evaluated. A seperate card must be input for each type of
equipment. The TIGER simulator can accomodate various
equipment operating rules and variable duty cycles for each
piece of equipment (these options were not utilized for this
research). A detailed discussion of these items car. be
found in Reference 4, chapter 2. The format for these cards
is provided below. An example of these cards for the system




Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 Equipment type numbers-should
be assigned" sequentially
starting at 1, not to exceed
200.
5-20 4A4 F1 Equipment type description
21-28 F8.0 XMT3F Sean Time 3etween Failure
29-32 F4.0 X25TTR Mean Time to ReDair/replace
Non-repairable is indicated
by 9999.
33-36 F4.0 a Duty cycle utilization (non-
zero dacimal fraction.
37-40 F4.0 V Administratiye delay time from
tender to ship
41-44 F4.0 W Administrative delay time from
depot to ship.
45-48 14 101 ased for variable duty cycles.





11111111 112222 2222 223333 3 3333 344444 44 44 4555









































Figure B.11 Examples of Equipment Type Cards
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Card Ty pe V3- Var iab le Dut v Cycle (VDC) Card.
This is an optional card. It is used if variable duty
cycles are used. See chapter 2 of Reference 4 for details
of its use.
Card Type 1(4. Variable Mean Tj.me to Re pai r Card .
This is an optional card. It is used if variable Mean Times
tc Repair are used. See chapter 2 of Reference 4 for
details of its use.
Card Ty_£e 15. ***** Blank Card *****
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Card Typ€ _16. Equi pment Cards,
Each individual piece of equipment (repair part) in the
system being evaluated must be given a unique number to
identify it. These cards identify which equipment type each
specific equipment (repair part) is. There must be one card
for each equipment type and they must be input sequentially
by equipment type number in the format specified below. For
this research, the aspects of spares sharing were not
considered because the calculations developed by JE2
[Ref„ 3], are different for scenarios where spares are
shared. To use the Availability model developed for this
research, each equipment number must be assigned its own
equipment type even if the parameters for two or more
equipments are identical.
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 NTYPE The tyoe number associated
with the equipment listed in
the next field or fields.
5-8 14 LOAD(1 )
9-12 14 LOAD (2)
13-16 14 LOAD (3)
17-20 14 LOAD (4)
21-24 14 LOAD (5)
25-28 14 LOAD (6)
29-32 14 LOAD (7)
33-36 14 LOAD (8)
37-40 14 LOAD (9)
41-44 14 LOAD(1 0)
45-48 14 LOAD(1 1)
49-52 14 LOAD(12)
53-56 14 LOAD(1 3)
57-60 14 LOAD(1 4)
61-64 14 LO*D(1 5)
Equipment numbers of those
equipment which belong to the
eauipment associated with a
given type, use additional
equipment cards and repeat the
same type number) . The largest
equipment number allowed by
the program is 500. The total
number of equipments must not
exceed 500. No'gaps are
allowed between equioment 1




65-68 14 LOAD{1 6)
69-72 14 LOAD(1 7)
73-76 14 LOAD(1 8)
77-8 14 LOAD{1 9)
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Card TxEi 17- ***** Blank Card ^£1££
Card TxEe 1,8. Spa res Model Card.
This card is used to specify whether spares will be input
directly or whether spares will be computed using one of the
allowance determination models. The options for this card
are:
a) Dse the literal "Unlimited Spares" in columns 1
through 16 to simulate unlimited spares. The program then
assigns 90,000 spares for each equipment or repair part.
This option was not used during this research.
b) Use a blank card if spares are going to be specified.
Then input the desired number of spares for each equipment
or repair part on the spares cards which follow. (This
option was used to simulate the use of inaccurate MTBF data
by computing allowances with one set of MTBF data and then
specifying those allowances using this option and inputting
different ST3F parameters for comparison.) If spares have
been specified and the effect of using a different level of
support are needed, this effect can be obtained by inserting
a spares multiplier (SX) in card columns 21 to 24 of this
card. The program will then use the number of spares
assigned times the spares multiplier specified.
c) Use "999." in columns 21 to 24 to use the allowance
determination model specified on the Allowance Model card
(Card Type 2) .
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Car 3 T2£j1 11- Spares Ca rd s
.
These cards are only used if the allowances for spares are
going to be specified exactly (columns 1 through 16 of the
Spares Model card must be empty and columns 21 through 24
must have something other than .999) . One of these cards
must be input for each equipment type being used. These
cards must be input in- order starting with Equipment Type 1
in the following format:
Variabl
e
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 ISPARE(1) Number of organizational level
spares (on board) for the
equipment type.
5-8 14 ISPAHE{2) Number of spares at the tender
for the equipment type.
9-12 14 ISPARE(3) Number of spares at the base




NOTE: For each phase "type, a set of the remaining cards
(except the optional output and demo decks which
appear once) must be placed consecutively in the
data deck.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
A separate reliability block diagram must be prepared
for the simulation runs on the TIGER simulator. It is
different than the reliability block diagram previously
discussed for Availability model processing because it does
not have to relate only zvo groups at a time. For the TIGER
simulator, equipments must be aggregated into systems,
subsystems, and groups. A system is a set of equipments for
which availability is being measured. A subsystem is a set
of equipments which, if the set fails, will cause the system
to fail. A group is any set of equipments.
For the reliability block diagram for the TIGER
simulator, each parallel subset of equipment and each series
subset are assigned group numbers. For the example shown in
Figure B.1, the groups could be as shown below. Group
numbers must be between 5 01 and 1300 and are arbitrarily
assigned below.
Group Number Equipments in Group Series/Parallel
501 2 and 3 Parallel
502 5 and 6 Series
503 - 7 and 8 Series
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^ c ? •^sch. subs ^+ of pa ra 11 el ^ r = e r i s s ecru *.^"!J ri- <: has
been assigned a group number, the identified groups are then
aggregated into groups of groups which are in parallel or
series and these groups are assigned numbers. For the
equipments in Figure B. 1 , the next set of groups could look
like those shown below.
Group Number Equipments in Group Series/Parallel
601 1,4, and 501 Series
701 50 2 and 601 Parallel
888 503 and 701 Series
This process is continued until all the parts in the system
can be identified in one group (known as a subsystem group).
The subsystem groups are then combined with any remaining
equipment which are in series and assigned a final group
number (known as the system group). For our example, Group
# 701 would be a subsystem group and the system group would
be composed of subsystem group # 701 and the series group #
503. For illustrative purposes, the system group will be
assigned Group number 888. The method for inputing these
relationships into the TIGER simulator are discussed under
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Card Ty~» 2 0. System Card.
This card is used to identify the different systems being
evaluated. The format for this card is as follows:
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 A4 ID Any alphanumeric (ie. the
literal "SYST") used to
identify the specific system
5-8 14 LL Phase type number (sequential)
The max value is 6.
9-12 14 NSS Number of subsystems in phase
(varies only from 1 to 31).
13-16 14 ISS System identification number(usually last group number on
the configuration matrix
cards) .
17-24 F8.0 SSTIME System allowable sustained
down time (should not be less
than subsystem TAD 1 values).
Should be less than cr equal
to TAD2 /repair Dolicy card)
.
To inhibit aborts use a value
of 100,000.




11111111 112 22 2 2222 2 23333 33 333 3444444 44U455
123456 78901234567 890123 4567 390123 456 73 901234 5673 90 1




Car d Ii£s 2.1- Subsystem Cards.
This card is used to identify the different subsystems being
evaluated. The format for this card is as follows:
Variable
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 A4 ID Any alphanumeric (ie. the
literal "SS1")
.
5-8 14 LL Phase type number.
13-16 14 I3S Subsystem identification
number. This is a group
number for a grouo defined on
a configuration matrix card
(see below) . Each designated
subsystem group must be a
group that, upon its failure,
causes the system to fail.
17-24 F8.0 SSTIMS(2) Subsystem allowable sustained
downtime (TAD1) . This value
should be less than or equal
to SSTIME on the system card.
To inhibit aborts use a value
of 100,000.




111111 11 11222 2 2222 223333 33 33 33444444 444 4 55
123456 789 012345 67 890123 45678 90123 45 678 901234 5 6 78 901




Card Tv)€ 2 2. Confiquration Ha trig Car^s.
This card is used to identify the different groups in the
systems being evaluated. The format for these cards is as
follows:
Variabl e
Columns Format Name Description
1-4 14 NRO The number of members in the
group defined on this card
that are required to be
operational and in an up
state.
5-8 14 IB(1) The group number assigned to
the group of members defined
on this card. It may vary
from 501 to 1000.
?
The numbers of the equipment
and groups which make up the
roup defined on this card,
.he max number of members in
a group is unlimited; however,
if there are more than 7, a
continuation card is required,
which is of the same format.
The number required and master
group number must be identical
on all continuation cards.
An example of the Configuration Matrix Cards used for the
system in Figure B. 12 is:
9-12 14 IB (2)
13-16 14 IB (3)
17-20 14 IB (4)
21-24 14 IB (5)
25-28 14 IB (6)
29-3 2 14 IB (7)
33-36 14 IB (8)
+ +
Card Columns:
11 1111 11 112222 2222 223333 3 3 3333 444444 4 444 55
123456 78901234567 890123 4567 390123 4 5678 901234 5 678 901
1 501 2 3
2 502 5 6
1 503 7 8
3 60 1 1 4




Card Tyjge 2 3. Equipment Op eratinq Rule Cards.
Operating rules can be specified which will turn selected
equipments on and off in predetermined situations. These
operating rules were not utilized during this research. All
equipments ran all of the time except when they were
inoperable. A detailed discussion of the use of this option
can be found in Reference 4, chapter 3.
Card 2X2% 24. »»» Blank Card *****
Car d Type 2 5. Optional Out put Card.




Columns Format Name Description
1-4 A4 SPRS Place any alphanumeric (ie.
"SPR") in this field if a
table of spares usage is
d esired.
5-8 A4 APPL Place any alphanumeric (ie.
"APL") in this field if a
summary table of equipment
that caused mission failures
and system downtimes is
d esired.
9-12 A4 GMMA Place any alphanumeric (ie.
"GMA") in this field if the
gamma distribution output is
a esired.
13-16 A4 DEMO Place any alphanumeric (ie.
"DEMO") in this field if a
sequential probability ratio
test plan for the system being
analyzed is desired. If this
option is excercised, an




Car d Type 26. DEKO In fo rmat ion Card.
This card must be included if DEMO is specified on the
Optional Output Card. A detailed discussion of the DEMO
Option is provided in Reference 4, chapter 3. The format










The following are optional inputs.
X-axis accept intercept (Delta
X-axis reject intercept (Delta
Trucation line accept (Delta)
Slope (Delta)
Truncation line reject (Delta)
Number of sets
Number of simulations per set
Random number initializer
The total input required for the system in Figure B.12 is












































JEE Data Card |
60 9
25 FLSIP RUN FOR SYSTEM 31 ON 5/20/82
00 1. 1.282222 1 Statistical Parameter Card
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5ITEM




















999. .25 Spares Model Card
1 4 99 9 100 000. 57 stem Card
1 501 100000.




50 1 3 4
502 5 6 !
1 503 501 502 I Configuration
5 50u 1 2 503 7 8 j Matrix Cards
1 999 504
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> *
-ft ft inQjinoi # ft Wft z ft % % ft ft Hft h
en ft o Oft os ft <n<-*n-' _. ftHftOft «* ftcoo^ » H ft w<$h ft *- m» o »hJ ~m^u) x ftwftdft ftmm # z ft oft 05
ft (N (N» Qu #HHW »Q3 »Q3 H ft Oft Dft ""3 » fN(N ft M ft Q« O
63 « » s» «. ^ in car- Car- CU X, « o« BQ« ft •> » ft -CO 33^ ct,
EH ft O Oft Z *>OOjICOICO "^ ft Oft Ift Xfta-Uft 03 ft CQ^.
«< » irt »- O » «<ucn—-u—»u Q3 ftOQft—& «a »LDin » e-t ft xft enQ ft CN (Nft H ft 0-O^OMII M It •< ft ftHft 3C ft*-^- ft CO ft OOft ZHft ftEHftllliZV— *—.> ft l*.ft OhO ft ft Z ft —^3-ft OOft—. —ft << & *nHiJM H ftHftO* PS ft ft O ftO> h«i. HZ ft *- 03ft Z ftHE-t^-Oj «»ai % || ft ft —% O ft«*0Q «. U «OXft £h
M4 ft OS Q3ft H ft Ot O* II *^H—1H ,» ftWftOft &U ft 03 030ft ft(N*-ft -<O « «e <cft 03 ft oOHcncmncuww # w*> ^* «<:><c3>ft h « .\s c-t
ft > >« ac ft ****' cbOq30om ft tn« enft u; ft>s».cNft W «.yj><» oH ft H Hft O ft OOlT>Q«»-tli^-Zfa ft ft Oft U »HW ft C3 ft'-f-'ft CU
x if |p|| cj ft HeHintncncncniH*-' ^iJft Oft u« w ft i i Oft ©. ft w*<* s
63 4 n + h)* ft M tn «NU OSO Q3H 03 •"} 1-50(04 ft Hft U« 33 ft^JE-tft S »HE» OZ ft TwiJ'-T* X ««<0 *-Oi—-OiZ-^CjOj II lift ft ^-ft CJ ft "^^ ft CO <Jh«4 U
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ftftftfN fN ftftftftftOJ <N<N(N(N ft ft ftftft««(N<NCN»«».CI.ftfN(Nftfte.
ftftftft ftftftftft ft ft ftftftftft »**« **ft
uuuu uuuuu uuu uouuu uuuuo uuu
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ft *-» o ft CO ft i-4 « x ft u ft *-« r" ft
ft 00ft H03 ft 03 ft o ft H ft- 03 ft rnft O ft
ft . *ft *cw ft —»;OCu ft CO • fa ft Cu ft . «ft l> ft cr
* '-Oft o« ft HHCBCO ft w ft 1 ft ft r-Oft ft m
ft I T-ft Ol ft *U ft 03 ft—» ft z ft | T-Q II ft %
ft —TOft wo ft oocnu ft * X ft- O ft- ~roft ft CN
ft X «ft H ft (JE^O- ft II ftM ft ft x •» X ft ^
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.
»|| || !*3CU *« ft cu «> z ft <: ft <-^ft s ft x ^^
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«
<- ft ** ft II <-CQ ft 03 ft H»-« 3 ft Hfc, «—
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ft cuh»-<<, 0<JN ft «*fti ****o to coo a. oft H <g. Oj«s ii o-ift O «Cw Ht-ft M ft UOCN'-
ft OBnEHft #>OflOOQUUUOZ* *Oacz ft ft OQMEHft u » II H Eh
» II '-cu* HE-t ft H II ONHEH II Hft E-" ft wiII HO* X ft II "-^tft z ftp^ II OCu
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USER PROGRAM OUTPUT EXAMPLES
The TIGER simulator produces both standard and optional
outputs. The various options are discussed in Appendix B
under the Printout Option Card. The optional output used
for this research was the management summary printout. It
first displays most of the user's input, the allowance
determination model used to compute repair part allowances
(if one was used), and the number of repair parts being
used. An example of this output is shown in Table XVIII. A
detailed explanation of the entries on Table XVIII is
provided in Reference 4.
The TIGER simulator then prints a message every time the
system goes down indicating which components are down and
when they will come back up. An example of this output is
shown in Table XIX. A detailed explanation of the entries
on Table XIX is provided in Reference 4. Since this portion
of the output was voluminous and not useful for analysis
during this research, it was suppressed.
The TIGER simulator then prints the cumulative measures
of effectiveness for the system after each group of 50
missions has been simulated. An example of this output is
shown in Table XX. A detailed explanation of the entries on
Table XX is provided in Reference 4. Since this portion of
the output was voluminous and not useful until all
simulations were completed, it was suppressed until the last
mission simulation was completed.
The TIGER simulator then produces tables which summarize
data about specific equipment failures, the number of repair
parts used, and critical equipments. An example of this
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output is shown in Table XXI. A detailed explanation of th<
entries on Table XXI is provided in Reference 4.
TABLE XVIII
Sample TIGER Model Output
90 DAY .25 FLSIP EVALUATION OP SYSTEM Z
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx TIGER xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X NAVSEC 6112 LUETJEN+MANDEL+VAIL+ALLEY+BROWN XX
xNPS IBM/360 VERSION LT . J. LEATHER TRESES 9/80xx
XAS AMENDED BY LCDR. P.J. O'REILLY THESES 12/81XX
RANDOM SEED IS 2222
1000 1000 1.00 1.26 2222 1
PHASE SEQUENCE TYPE DURATION CUM TIME
1 1 2160.00 2160.0010000000000000
1.00 0.0 1.00 1.00
TYPE NAME MTBF MTTR DC ADT1 ADT2
1 ITEM A 1720.0 10.00 1.000 0.0 0.0
2 ITEM B 1720.0 10.00 1.000 0.0 0.0
3 ITEM C 3000.0 10.00 1.000 0.0 0.0
TYPE EQUIPMENT
1 10000000000000
2 20000000 0000 00330000000000000
SPARES WILL BE DETERMINED WITH MARGINAL ANALYSIS
BUDGET IS 850.
THE COST OF ITEM 1 IS 2 00.00
THE COST OF ITEM 2 IS 50.00
THE COST OF ITEM 3 IS 100.00
ALL SPARES HAVE BEEN COMPUTED
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EQUIPMENT FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE SUMMARY
EQUIP NO. TYPE NO. TOTAL EQUIP. AVG NO FAILURES AVG CM MANHOURS















































90 DAY .25 FLSIP EVALUATION OF MODEL SYSTEM
CRITICAL EQUIPMENTS
UNRELIABILITY AND














TOTAL NO. MISSIONS = 300
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